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As the earnings season winds down, corporate earnings are running behind estimates; a disappointment. For the 30 member PSEi, it’s a deceleration in the second 
quarter to 8.5%-9% from us and various brokers we surveyed from 10% in the first quarter. It’s the pain of inflation biting on cost of doing business, inputs and squeezing 
profit margins but those with strong brands have the pricing  power to be resilient like Jollibee, Maxs’ that beat expectations. 

In the power sector, Meralco and Fgen beat with their strong energy sales and distribution utility, it was 6%, above the historical 3%-4%. Fgen had the benefit of 
two new gas plants achieving a positive inflection point with respect to capacity utilization, 100MW for merchant plant Avion and 414MW for San Gabriel, the latter 
selling on the spot. EDC is now having a tender offer of Php7.25/share, behind estimate, with  earnings for two straight quarters this year. Fgen’s new plants offset 
EDC’s forced outage in Leyte. Semirara is flat due to forced outage in its 300MW plant but in line with expectations. AP is down 2% and behind, pointing to falling 
margins due to weak selling prices amid capacity oversupply in market.

Banks disappointed and dragged conglomerates earnings, those of Ayala Corporation where Globe’s strong 27% earnings contribution was partly negated by its 
22%-owned BPI’s drop in earnings (recurring) of 1% while SM’s 40%-owned BDO’s -3%  earnings decline eroded in part SM’s 9% net income growth and SMPH’s 14% 
growth.  It was the opposite for GTCap, which had a robust result for its banking arm cushioning the weakness of property and vehicle sales. For DMC and AEV, both 
highly concentrated in power, it was the weakness of their power generation  business that caused the drop in earnings, reflecting the plight of the  power genera-
tion industry as a whole with its regulatory headwinds, oversupplied markets and shorter and disaggregated contracting given open access and retail electricity 
supply market’s naturally thin margins. But for San Miguel and Ayala Corporation, their power generation businesses were boosters of income. In SMC, its power 
arm San Miguel Global Power posted growth of 26% to Php17bn in operating income in the first half while for AC Energy it was double their income last year (2.2x) 
to Php2.1bn, boosted by the wind, geothermal platforms.

GT Cap was -2%, also behind.  Of the conglos, it’s only MPI, boosted by Meralco and toll roads, SMC and AGI that  beat expectations. AGI benefitted from broadbased 
recovery, Emperador, Travellers, and McDonald’s. AGI is now upgraded to buy by some analysts although we need to get more information on the  preferred share 
equity conversion and hedging for its $700mn loan. 

Despite rising interest rates, the property sector posted earnings that met expectations.   Pre-sales growth remained robust for both the top tier and second tier 
companies.  RLC’s presales growth was 10%, 31% up for MEG, 25% up for SMPH and 17% for ALI.   Strong demand was noted for OFWs and the Chinese employees 
of POGO and Koreans also. For DMC, the share of Chinese condominium purchases have risen from 10% when the property outfit started to 28% in recent years.
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